Abstract. The 2016 update of the WHO classification has introduced an integrated diagnostic approach that incorporates both tumor morphology and molecular information. This conceptual change has far-reaching implications, especially for neuropathologists who are in the forefront of translating molecular markers to routine diagnostic use. Adult diffuse glioma is a prototypic example for a group of tumors that underwent substantial regrouping, and it represents a major workload for surgical neuropathologists. Hence, we conducted a survey among members of the European Confederation of Neuropathological Societies (Euro-CNS) in order to assess 1) the extent to which molecular markers have already been incorporated in glioma diagnoses, 2) which molecular techniques are in daily use, and 3) to set a baseline for future surveys in this field. Based on 130 responses from participants across 40 nations neuropathologists uniformly rate molecular marker testing as highly relevant and already incorporate molecular information in their diagnostic assessments. At the same time however, the survey documents substantial differences in access to crucial biomarkers and molecular techniques across geographic regions and within individual countries. Concerns are raised concerning the validity of test assays with MGMT, 1p19q, and ATRX; being perceived as most problematic. Neuropathologists advocate the need for international harmonization of standards and consensus guidelines, and the majority is willing to actively engage in interlaboratory trials aiming at quality control (Figure 1 ).
Context
The 2016 update of the WHO classification of tumors of the central nervous system has introduced an integrated diagnostic approach that incorporates both tumor morphology and molecular information [2] . This conceptual change has fundamental and far-reaching implications, especially for neuropathologists who are in the forefront of translating molecular findings in large-scale cohort studies to the diagnostic setting of individual patients. Hence, neuropathologists find themselves continuously confronted with the set-up of additional molecular tests as well as the interpretation, validation, and integration of test results. While the proposed integration of molecular markers aims at harmonizing diagnostic standards, it introduces complexity pertaining to technical, personnel, time, and cost-related issues.
Adult diffuse glioma comprises the most common group of primary brain tumors and thus, represents a major workload for surgical neuropathologists. It is a prototypic example of a group of tumors that underwent substantial regrouping based on molecular constellations [3] . Molecular changes such as IDH mutations, 1p19q codeletion, and ATRX mutations are meanwhile considered prerequisites for precise subtyping into diffuse astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma, and glioblastoma categories [3, 4, 5] . Likewise, TERT promoter mutations have been implicated as relevant prognostic factors [5] .
Regarding glioblastoma, the MGMT promoter methylation status further impacts therapeutic choices in elderly patients [6] . All these markers can be assessed on routinely processed formalin-fixed and paraffinembedded tumor tissues. Two molecular alterations, namely the IDH1 R132H mutation and ATRX mutation with subsequent loss of ATRX protein expression, are mainly evaluated by immunohistochemistry [7] . All other markers require further molecular techniques such as targeted gene sequencing for IDH2, rare IDH1, and TERT mutations, as well as fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) or whole chromosomal arm spanning multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) for 1p19q codeletion testing [8] . Likewise, the MGMT promoter methylation status is commonly evaluated using pyrosequencing or methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction (MSP) [9, 10] . More advanced methods that allow for simultaneous assessment of multiple markers, e.g., brain tumorassociated gene panel sequencing, exome sequencing, or DNA methylation profiling are trending but their availability is still limited to specialized laboratories [11, 12] .
Objectives
We herein sought to document current practice patterns in the molecular assessment of adult diffuse glioma during a period of transition after the revised WHO classification was released earlier in 2016. We specifically sought to: 1) assess the extent to which the different molecular markers have already been incorporated into routine practice, 2) assess which molecular techniques and platforms are in daily use or will be implemented in the near future, and 3) to set a baseline evaluation for future surveys in this area.
Strategy for question design, collection and summary of responses
The instrument of choice for this study was a survey targeting neuropathologists engaged in brain tumor diagnostics using the European Confederation of Neuropathological Societies (Euro-CNS) as communication platform. Euro-CNS aims at promoting and maintaining the harmonization of neuropathological training and practice across Europe (http://www.euro-cns.org). It comprises 21 national organizations with over 1,000 individual memberships. The survey included questions pertaining to the overall significance of molecular marker testing, its impact on diagnostic evaluations, current and near future availability of molecular platforms, and relevance of quality control such as ring trials and consensus guidelines. Participants were asked to provide information on current place of work. Most questions offered multiple choices with a broad range of answers presented in random order. The survey was designed by the investigators and reviewed by members of the Euro-CNS executive team prior to its release in paper-and webbased format on occasion of the 11 th European Congress of Neuropathology (ECNP) in Bordeaux, France, July 6 -9, 2016. In addition to the congress participants (294 registrations), all Euro-CNS members were invited via email to complete the survey online. It was designed and tested to allow a completion time of ~ 5 minutes. Responses were anonymously collected and stored online using Google spreadsheet. The hyperlink to the online survey was accessible through October 17, 2016 soft Excel v14.4.8, SPSS-statistics v23, and MATLAB R2015b. The World 2016 ranking of gross domestic products (GDP) per capita was used to stratify countries into high-(top 20% GDP per capita) vs. lower-income countries (lower 80% GDP per capita). Subgroup analysis was performed for countries with more than 10 respondents, respectively (top-responding countries). Detailed information on the number of practicing neuropathologists actively engaged in brain tumor diagnostics per country was not available.
Results
A total of 130 participants completed the survey. 45 responses were collected at the occasion of ECNP 2016 and another 85 respondents followed the invitation by email. The vast majority of respondents (122/130, 93.8%) indicated neuropathology or general pathology with sub-specialization in neuropathology as their profession. In contrast, respondents from other disciplines were rare and included molecular biologists (4 respondents), neurologists (3 respondents), or neurosurgeons (1 respondent). Overall, responses were collected from 40 different countries across all geographic regions with 75% of respondents indicating to work in Europe followed by North America (11%) and Asia (9%) (Figure 2 ). Thus, 76.9% of respondents work in high-income countries (top 20% GDP per capita) with an overrepresentation of European countries. Top-responding countries comprised Germany with 21 respondents (16.2%), followed by the United Kingdom with 18 respondents (13.8%), and Spain and the United States of America with 11 respondents each (8.5%). In contrast, single respondents were on record from 17 different countries (17/40, 42.5%) contributing 13.1% of total responses.
Responses to questions 1 -10
The overwhelming majority of neuropathologists considers molecular testing as important or very important (93.6%) and already incorporates molecular information to some extent in their routine diagnostic assessments (96.0%) (Question 1, 2). Among the widely implemented markers are IDH1 (93.1%), 1p19q (85.4%), and MGMT (70.0%), whereas TERT (17.7%) is the least widely evaluated marker (Question 4a -c). 64% of respondents routinely assess 4 or more of the 6 proposed markers whereas three participants report to have no access to any marker (2.3%). Two out of these 3 respondents rate the overall relevance of marker testing as low. Laboratories that routinely evaluate 1 or 2 markers typically focus on IDH1 and 1p19q. Those, who extend their marker panel to a third often include ATRX or MGMT. Respondents from lower income countries assess on average fewer markers as compared with those from high-income countries (2.5 vs. 4.3 markers, p < 0.0005). However, substantial withincountry heterogeneity in the number and combination of markers is observed when restricting the analysis to top-responding countries only, which collectively fall in the high-income category (Question 4c). 50% of neuropathologists indicate to no longer use "oligoastrocytoma" as histological diagnosis (Question 3). Those are more likely to report integrated diagnostic use of molecular profiles (p = 0.005) and are more likely to have access to relevant markers, i.e., IDH1, 1p19q, and ATRX (p = 0.013).
FISH is by far the most broadly available technique (71.5%), followed by gene panel sequencing (46.2%), and MSP (45.4%) (Question 5a, 5b, 5c). In contrast, only 10% of respondents report the routine use of methylation arrays. The latter include few respondents from Europe and North America as well as a single respondent from South Africa. Overall, roughly 80% of all laboratories use 2 or more molecular platforms, 53.8% 3 or more. In contrast, 6.9% of respondents indicate to have no access to any molecular technique. The combinations of the individual techniques that are used vary substantially across laboratories with lower-income countries having access to fewer techniques (1.8 vs. 2.9 techniques, p < 0.0005). Again, within-country heterogeneity is prominent upon subgroup analysis (Question 5c). Considering near future availability of additional techniques, 60.0% of neuropathologists aim at implementing 1 additional technique, another 19.2% 2 or more techniques (Question 6a). In contrast, 20.8% of respondents state to have no concrete plans with free-text comments suggesting either limited resources or already broad access to molecular platforms. Subgroup analysis for high-vs. lower-income countries yields similar trends with somewhat divergent ratios for future use of MLPA, next-generation sequencing, and DNA methylation arrays that are more heavily demanded in high-income coun- tries (Question 6b). 58% of neuropathologists are concerned about the analytical test performance of any molecular marker with MGMT (20 nominations), 1p19q (16 nominations), and ATRX (15 nominations); they considered most problematic (Question 7, Question 8). Concerns about the analytical test performance are not associated with self-reported relevance scores of molecular marker testing (p = 0.42). 90% of neuropathologists support the notion that there is a need for international guidelines on marker evaluation and the majority is willing to participate in ring trials (87.7%) (Question 9, Question 10).
Summary & key messages
The present Euro-CNS survey documents practice patterns pertaining to the molecular classification of adult diffuse glioma. It stands as one of the first efforts that specifically focus on neuropathologists who are responsible for implementing the new "integrated" diagnostic format as advocated by the updated WHO classification. Even though our survey has a strong focus on the European neuropathology community and thus might not be fully representative for the international scenario, it provides useful insights and complements previous surveys in this field [13, 14] .
Neuropathologists rate molecular marker testing as highly relevant and already incorporate molecular information in their glioma diagnoses
Overwhelmingly positive responses underscore the broad support among neuropathologists towards the integration of molecular markers in their daily routine. This positive attitude is in line with a previous questionnaire among members of the Society of Neuro-Oncology [14] . In their survey, however, the authors noted less enthusiasm among neuropathologists as compared with other disciplines such as oncologists or neurosurgeons. As potential reason they suggested relatively stronger concerns among neuropathologists who are familiar with the challenges of implementing new methods and their practical hurdles; a conclusion, which seems perfectly true in the light of the results of the current survey.
Diagnostic marker assessment varies across institutions and geographic regions
The present survey focused on a set of molecular markers that are meanwhile considered crucial in the assessment of adult diffuse glioma. Among the proposed markers, IDH1, 1p19q, and MGMT are probably the best-established ones and their diagnos- tic, prognostic, and predictive relevance has been demonstrated and confirmed in several independent studies [15, 16, 17] . Accordingly, the majority of neuropathologists have already successfully incorporated them in their routine diagnostic evaluations. Nevertheless, a substantial fraction of neuropathologists reports to have no access to 1 or more of these top 3 markers with MGMT being the least available. At the same time, MGMT testing is perceived most problematic, which points towards substantial technical issues that prevent its smooth translation into routine use. Similar reasons might account for the less prevalent use of IDH2 testing, which -in contrast to the most common IDH1 R132H mutation -definitely requires a sequencing-based approach. Among the various markers, TERT mutation is the most recently implicated one and not explicitly included in the WHO classification [5] . Thus, its restricted use in daily routine comes as no surprise. Overall, practice patterns vary substantially not only across geographic regions but also within individual countries suggesting considerable regional differences in terms of available resources and training (see also "Access to molecular techniques varies across institutions and geographic regions" of molecular techniques).
Access to molecular techniques varies across institutions and geographic regions
The main purpose of the WHO tumor classification is to provide a consensus classification for measuring cancer burden in a standardized way worldwide. It is not the task of WHO to provide guidelines on which molecular tests to use. Accordingly, the updated WHO brain tumor classification provides no recommendations pertaining to which molecular techniques to choose. As recognized international or worldwide guidelines do not exist up to now, there is ample freedom left to the individual centers. This may pose certain problems as different techniques are associated with inherent advantages and disadvantages and thus, leave room for inter-laboratory differences.
The most widely available molecular technique and seemingly standard in (neuro) Question 6b. Response to question 6. pathology laboratories is FISH, a cost-effective but laborious and time-intense method that offers the advantage of morphologybased evaluations, which per se are intuitive to pathologists. On the other end of the spectrum is array-based DNA methylation profiling, which is available to only very few neuropathologists mostly based in Europe and the United States (multiple respondents per institution were allowed and single respondents might have included DNA methylation arrays in their portfolio as they refer cases to a tertiary center).
Overall, more than half of all neuropathologists report the routine use of 3 or more molecular platforms. The combination of techniques, however, varies substantially without emerging "optimal" technical setup. Hence, some observations deserve to be mentioned. 1) A substantial number of neuropathologists who routinely use panelsequencing report to no longer perform targeted gene sequencing. 2) Similar mutual trends are observed for MSP vs. pyrosequencing and FISH vs. MLPA with clear preferences for MSP and FISH, respectively. 3) Most importantly, while some institutions have access to almost all platforms, a considerable number of neuropathologists report to have no or only limited access to molecular techniques, thus, indicating substantial inequalities of diagnostic standards across geographic regions and institutions. This is well in line with a previous survey of the International Society of Neuropathology that demonstrated huge differences in access to molecular techniques -not only on a global scale but also within Europe [13] . These discrepancies reflect differences in healthcare systems with generally weaker performance of economically weaker countries. However, within-country heterogeneity emerges as a further contributing factor, which together with the high number of single-respondents per country points towards centralization of diagnostic services in only few specialized centers per country. This trend is likely to further increase with the increasing complexity of diagnostic standards. Thus, for smaller centers with fewer case numbers it might be out of scope to invest in additional molecular tests; instead, they might choose to outsource diagnostic services. On a national (and maybe even international) scale this centralization will lead to a considerable restructuring of existing infrastructures and resources, and attention will need to be paid to warrant equal, nationwide access to diagnostic services. Nevertheless, when asked about nearfuture plans pertaining to additional molecular techniques the majority of respondents nominate one or more techniques including targeted/panel gene sequencing and DNA methylation arrays. Especially the incorporation of high-throughput screening platforms for routine diagnostic purposes constitutes a rapidly evolving theme in neuropathology as in general pathology [18] . In that sense, cancer-associated gene panel sequencing seems to strike a balance between cost-effective screening for diagnostically useful/actionable mutations and reduced data analysis burden as compared with other genome-wide platforms such as DNA methylation profiling or whole exome sequencing [11, 19, 20] . Of note, the present survey did not specifically address whether gene panel sequencing is performed in-house or in cooperation with emerging biotech companies such as FoundationOne ® (Cambridge, MA, USA) [21] or IBM Watson for Genomics/Quest Diagnostics™ (New York, NY, USA) -which would have added another interesting aspect.
Over the last years, DNA methylation profiling has emerged as a particularly appealing candidate technique for brain tumor diagnostics as it 1) allows for the simultaneous assessment of multiple markers (e.g., global DNA methylation levels as surrogate for IDH mutations, methylation status of the MGMT gene promoter, and copy numbers of chromosomal arms 1p19q) and 2) makes use of epigenetic signatures as tracers for tissues/ cells of origin, which might aid in diagnostically challenging cases [12] . Still, for the moment DNA methylation profiling is associated with considerable costs and requires substantial input from bioinformatics. Thus, not surprising its routine use is restricted to single centers. Similarly, first neuropathologists indicate to have concrete plans to implement exome sequencing, which was per se not included in the predefined set of molecular techniques surveyed. In line with DNA methylation profiling, exome sequencing requires substantial input from bioinformatics with all related issues such as the standardization of computational pipelines, quality control of data acquisition and storage, as well as prolonged time to diagnosis. Moreover, genetic patient counseling including the eventual reporting of incidental findings emerges as new but important challenge, which would ideally be addressed in a patient-oriented, non-profit medical setting [18, 22] . Likewise, despite ever falling prices it is currently unclear whether publicly funded healthcare will be able to cover related financial costs. Hence, it will be interesting to follow the various public/private developments and the increasing use of these advanced platforms across different countries and geographic regions.
Neuropathologists advocate consensus recommendations on marker testing
More than half of all neuropathologists are concerned about the analytical test performance of any molecular marker and when asked to nominate the most problematic, interestingly, the longest-implicated ones such as MGMT and 1p19q pop up. While clinicians are enthusiastic about introducing biomarkers early in clinics and as stratification factors in trials, the thorough validation of test assays is laborious and requires compliance with governmental authorities and regulations including formalized in-house validation procedures in large centers, the European Union's CE marking and IVD procedure, or the CLIA regulations and CAP guidelines in the US. Nevertheless, the herein expressed concerns add a cautious note that even for long-standing markers and certified tests there is room for further improving quality control and harmonization of international standards. The third most commonly implicated marker was ATRX, which exemplifies that even straightforward techniques such as immunohistochemistry can be tricky and some antibodies might be associated with inconsistent staining results when using different automated staining systems. Overall, such practical feedback is critically needed. With regard to Europe and beyond, an international professional body such as Euro-CNS could substantially contribute to the harmonization of standards and improvement of diagnostic quality by means of international scientific interlaboratory comparisons. In this sense activities such as ring trials seem greatly welcomed by the majority of neuropathologists.
Our survey has several drawbacks, most prominently including a selection bias towards European respondents given the Euro-CNS platform as chosen approach. Thus, our results do not fully capture practice patterns on a global level. Wide parts of Southern America, Africa, and Asia are left open and more focused efforts would need to be undertaken to cover those underrepresented populations. However, even among Euro-CNS members the overall response rate was relatively low, which might be due to several reasons. 1) Many neuropathologists have a different focus apart from brain tumors such as neurodegenerative or neuromuscular diseases. 2) Neuropathologists with limited available resources and frank problems to implement new markers might be less motivated to participate in a targeted survey. 3) Ultimately, it is difficult to estimate the maximum feasible target population, i.e., currently practicing neuropathologists per country as Euro-CNS members comprise various disciplines including basic neuroscientists and related clinical disciplines.
The survey was designed to provide summary views on molecular markers and access to molecular techniques, rather than enabling detailed linkage of the individual markers with their corresponding techniques. That, however, would be of interest and future surveys would benefit from including this information. Similarly, it would be reasonable to extend this approach to other brain tumor entities and additional markers.
In summary, the current Euro-CNS survey demonstrates broad support of the neuropathology community towards the integration of molecular markers in routine diagnostic assessments as advocated by the updated WHO classification. Despite enthusiasm, access to molecular markers and techniques varies substantially across geographic regions and within individual countries. In addition, major concerns are raised pertaining to the validity of test assays with MGMT, 1p19q, and ATRX being perceived as most problematic. Uniformly, neuropathologists advocate the need for international consensus guidelines and the majority is willing to actively engage in quality control, harmoni-zation of standards, and interlaboratory comparisons by means of ring trials.
